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Abstrat. Current literature o�ers a number of di�erent approahes to

what ould generally be alled \probabilisti logi programming". These

are usually based on Horn lauses. Here, we introdue a new formalism,

Logi Programs with Annotated Disjuntions, based on disjuntive lo-

gi programs. In this formalism, eah of the disjunts in the head of a

lause is annotated with a probability. Viewing suh a set of probab-

ilisti disjuntive lauses as a probabilisti disjuntion of normal logi

programs allows us to derive a possible world semantis, more preisely,

a probability distribution on the set of all Herbrand interpretations. We

demonstrate the strength of this formalism by some examples and om-

pare it to related work.

1 Introdution

The study of the rules whih govern human thought has, apart from traditional

logis, also given rise to logis of probability [10℄. As was the ase with �rst

order logi and logi programming, attempts have been made to derive more

\pratial" formalisms from these probabilisti logis. Researh in this �eld of

\probabilisti logi programming" has mostly foused on ways in whih probab-

ilisti elements an be added to Horn lause programs. We, however, introdue

in this work a formalism whih is based on disjuntive logi programming [15℄.

This is a natural hoie, as disjuntions themselves | and therefore dis-

juntive logi programs | already represent a kind of unertainty. Indeed, they

an, to give just one example, be used to model indeterminate e�ets of ations.

Consider for instane the following disjuntive lause:

heads(Coin) _ tails(Coin) toss(Coin):

This lause o�ers quite an intuitive representation of the fat that tossing a oin

will result in either heads or tails. Of ourse, this is not all we know. Indeed, if a

oin is not biased, we know that it has equal probability of landing on heads or

tails. In the formalism of Logi Programs with Annotated Disjuntions or LPADs,
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this an be expressed by annotating the disjunts in the head of suh a lause

with a probability, i.e.

(heads(Coin) : 0:5) _ (tails(Coin) : 0:5) toss(Coin);:biased(Coin):

Suh a lause expresses the fat that for eah oin , preisely one of the following

lauses will hold: heads()  toss();:biased(), i.e. the unbiased oin  will

land on heads when tossed, or tails()  toss();:biased(), i.e. the unbiased

oin  will land on tails when tossed. Both these lauses have a probability of

0:5.

Suh annotated disjuntive lauses an be ombined to model more ompli-

ated situations. Consider for instane the following LPAD:

(heads(Coin) : 0:5) _ (tails(Coin) : 0:5) toss(Coin);:biased(Coin):

(heads(Coin) : 0:6) _ (tails(Coin) : 0:4) toss(Coin); biased(Coin):

(fair(oin) : 0:9) _ (biased(oin) : 0:1):

(toss(oin) : 1):

Similarly to the �rst lause, the seond lause of the program expresses that

a biased oin lands on heads with probability 0:6 and on tails with probability

0:4. The third lause says that a ertain oin, oin, has a probability of 0:9 of

being fair and a probability of 0:1 of being biased; the fourth lause says that

oin is ertainly (with probability 1) tossed.

As mentioned previously, eah ground instantiation of an annotated dis-

juntive lause represents a probabilisti hoie between several non-disjuntive

lauses. Similarly, eah ground instantiation of an LPAD represents a probab-

ilisti hoie between several non-disjuntive logi programs, whih are alled

instanes of the LPAD. This intuition an be used to de�ne a probability distri-

bution on the set of Herbrand interpretations of an LPAD: the probability of a

ertain interpretation I is the probability of all instanes for whih I is a model.

As in [11℄, this probability distribution de�nes the semantis of a program.

These notions will be formalized in Setion 2, where we desribe the syntax

and semantis of LPADs. We illustrate our formalism further by presenting some

examples in Setion 3: it is shown how a Hidden Markov Model and Bayesian

network an be represented by an LPAD, and how LPADs an represent ations

with unertain e�ets in a situation alulus setting. In Setion 4 we give an

overview of, and ompare our work with, existing formalisms for probabilisti

logi programming. It is shown that, while the semantis of LPADs is similar to

that of some existing approahes, they do o�er signi�ant advantages by provid-

ing a natural way of representing relational probabilisti knowledge and as suh

onstitute a useful ontribution to the �eld of probabilisti logi programming.

We onlude and disuss future work in Setion 5. An extended version of this

paper is given in [26℄.



2 Logi Programs with Annotated Disjuntions

A Logi Program with Annotated Disjuntions onsists of a set of rules of the

following form:
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Here, the h

i
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are, respetively, atoms and literals of some language and

the �

i

are real numbers in the interval [0; 1℄, suh that

P
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= 1. For a rule

r of this form, the set f(h

i

: �

i

) j 1 � i � ng will be denoted as head(r), while

body(r) = fb

i

j 1 � i � mg. If head(r) ontains only one element (a : 1), we will

simply write this element as a.

We will denote the set of all ground LPADs as P

G

.

The semantis of an LPAD is de�ned using its grounding. For the remainder

of this setion, we therefore restrit our attention to ground LPADs. Further-

more, in providing a formal semantis for suh a program P 2 P

G

, we will, in

keeping with logi programming tradition [14℄, also restrit our attention to its

Herbrand base H

B

(P ) and onsequently to the set of all its Herbrand interpret-

ations I

P

= 2

H

B

(P )

. In keeping with [11℄, the semantis of an LPAD will be

de�ned by a probability distribution on I

P

:

De�nition 1. Let P be in P

G

. An admissible probability distribution � on I

P

is a mapping from I

P

to real numbers in [0; 1℄, suh that

P

I2I

P

�(I) = 1.

We would now like to selet one of these admissible probability distributions

as our intended semantis. To illustrate this proess, we onsider the grounding

of the example presented in the introdution:

(heads(oin) : 0:5) _ (tails(oin) : 0:5) toss(oin);:biased(oin):

(heads(oin) : 0:6) _ (tails(oin) : 0:4) toss(oin); biased(oin):

(fair(oin) : 0:9) _ (biased(oin) : 0:1):

toss(oin):

As already mentioned in the introdution, eah of these ground lauses represents

a probabilisti hoie between a number of non-disjuntive lauses. By hoosing

one of the possibilities for eah lause, we get a non-disjuntive logi program,

for instane:

heads(oin) toss(oin);:biased(oin):

heads(oin) toss(oin); biased(oin):

fair(oin):

toss(oin):

Suh a program is alled an instane of the LPAD. Note that this LPAD has

2 � 2 � 2 = 8 di�erent instanes. Suh an instane an be assigned a probability

by assuming independene between the di�erent hoies. This is a reasonable

assumption to make, beause | as in lassial logi programming | it should



be possible to read eah lause independently from the others; dependene should

be modeled within one lause. Indeed, in our example it makes perfet sense to

assume that the probability of a non-biased oin landing on heads is independent

of the probability of a biased oin landing on heads and of the probability of

a ertain oin being fair. As suh, the probability of the above instane of the

example is 0:5 � 0:6 � 0:9 � 1 = 0:27.

We now formalize the above ideas. The notion of a seletion funtion form-

alizes the idea of hoosing, for eah ground instantiation of a rule in an LPAD,

one of the atoms in its head.

De�nition 2. Let P be a program in P

G

. A seletion � is a funtion whih

selets one pair (h : �) from eah rule of P , i.e. � : P ! (H

B

(P ) � [0; 1℄) suh

that for eah r in P , �(r) 2 head(r). For eah rule r, we denote the atom h

seleted from this rule by �

atom

(r) and the seleted probability � by �

prob

(r).

Furthermore, we denote the set of all seletions � by S

P

.

Eah seletion � de�nes an instane of the LPAD.

De�nition 3. Let P be a program in P

G

and � a seletion in S

P

. The instane

P

�

hosen by � is obtained by keeping only the atom seleted for r in the head

of eah rule r 2 P , i.e. P

�

= f\�

atom

(r) body(r)" j r 2 Pg:

The proess of de�ning the semantis of an LPAD through its instanes, is

similar to how so-alled split programs are used in [21℄ to de�ne the possible model

semantis for (non-probabilisti) disjuntive logi programs. The main di�erene

is that a split program is allowed to ontain more than one non-disjuntive

lause for eah original disjuntive lause, as the possible model semantis aims

to apture both the exlusive and inlusive interpretations of disjuntion. In

ontrast, a probabilisti rule in an LPAD expresses the fat that exatly one atom

in the head holds (with a ertain probability) as a onsequene of the body of

the rule being true. Of ourse, in suh a semantis, the inlusive interpretation of

disjuntions an be simulated by adding additional atoms to expliitly represent

the onjuntion of two or more of the original disjunts. It is worth noting

that the semantis of the preferential reasoning formalism Logi Programs with

Ordered Disjuntions [5℄, is also de�ned using a similar notion of instanes

1

.

Next, we assign a probability to eah seletion � in S

P

, whih indues a

probability on the orresponding program P

�

. As motivated above, we assume

independene between the seletions made for eah rule.

De�nition 4. Let P be a program in P

G

. The probability of a seletion � in S

P

is the produt of the probabilities of the individual hoies made by that seletion,

i.e.

C

�

=

Y

r2P

�

prob

(r):

1
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The instanes of an LPAD are normal logi programs. The meaning of suh

programs is given by their models under a ertain formal semantis. For ex-

ample, all ommon semantis for logi programs agree that the meaning of

the above instane of the oin-program, is given by the Herbrand interpreta-

tion ftoss(oin); fair(oin); heads(oin)g. The instanes of an LPAD therefore

de�ne a probability distribution on the set of interpretations of the program.

More preisely, the probability of a ertain interpretation I is the probability of

all instanes for whih I is a model.

Returning to the example, there is one other instane of this LPAD whih

has ftoss(oin); fair(oin); heads(oin)g as its model, namely

heads(oin) toss(oin);:biased(oin):

tails(oin) toss(oin); biased(oin):

fair(oin):

toss(oin):

The probability of this instane is 0:5�0:4�0:9�1 = 0:18. Therefore the probability

of the interpretation ftoss(oin); fair(oin); heads(oin)g is 0:5 � 0:4 � 0:9 � 1 +

0:5 � 0:6 � 0:9 � 1 = 0:5 � (0:4 + 0:6) � 0:9 � 1 = 0:45.

Of ourse, there are a number of ways in whih the semantis of a non-

disjuntive logi program an be de�ned. In our framework, unertainty is modeled

by annotated disjuntions. Therefore, a non-disjuntive program should ontain

no unertainty, i.e. it should have a single two-valued model. Indeed, this is

the only way in whih an LPAD an be seen as speifying a unique probability

distribution, without assuming that the \user" meant to say something he did

not atually write. Consider for instane the program: fa  :b: b  :a:g.

Any reasonable probability distribution spei�ed by this program, would have

to assign a probability � to the interpretation fag and 1 � � to fbg. However,

if suh a probability distribution were intended, one would simply have written:

(a : �) _ (b : 1� �).

Therefore, we will take the meaning of an instane P

�

of an LPAD to be

given by its well founded model WFM(P

�

) [24℄ and require that all these well

founded models are two-valued. If, for instane, the LPAD is ayli (meaning

that all its instanes are ayli [1℄), this will always be the ase.

De�nition 5. An LPAD P is alled sound i� for eah seletion � in S

P

, the

well founded model of the program P

�

hosen by � is two-valued.

The probabilities on the elements � of S

P

are then naturally extended to

probabilities on interpretations. The following distribution �

�

P

gives the semantis

of an LPAD P .

De�nition 6. Let P be a sound LPAD in P

G

. For eah of its interpretations I

in I

P

, the probability �

�

P

(I) assigned by P to I is the sum of the probabilities

of all seletions whih lead to I, i.e. with S(I) being the set of all seletions �



for whih WFM(P

�

) = I:

�

�

P

(I) =

X

�2S(I)

C

�

:

It is easy to show that | for a sound LPAD | this distribution �

�

P

is indeed

an admissible probability distribution [26℄.

Proposition 1. Let P be a sound LPAD in P

G

. Then �

�

P

is an admissible prob-

ability distribution.

There is a strong onnetion between the interpretations I 2 I

P

for whih

�

�

P

(I) > 0 and traditional semantis for disjuntive logi programs. First of all,

eah suh interpretation I with �

�

P

(I) > 0 is also a possible model [21℄ of the

LPAD (when ignoring the probabilities, of ourse). Seondly, eah stable model [8℄

of the LPAD is suh an interpretation. Moreover, in most ases, the stable model

semantis oinides preisely with this set of interpretations. Only for programs

where the same atom appears in the head of di�erent lauses, as for instane

f(a : 0:5) _ (b : 0:5): a:g, an there be a di�erene. Indeed, this example has a

unique stable model fag, but in our probabilisti framework �

�

P

(fa; bg) = 0:5.

From a modeling perspetive, this di�erene makes sense, beause in an LPAD a

lause like the �rst one represents a kind of \experiment", of whih the disjunts

in its heads are possible outomes. As suh, there is no reason why a being true

should prelude b as a possible outome of the experiment denoted by the �rst

lause.

Of ourse, we are not only interested in the probabilities of interpretations,

but also in the probability of a formula � under the semantis �

�

P

. This is de�ned

as the sum of the probabilities of the interpretations in whih the formula is true:

De�nition 7. Let P be a sound LPAD in P

G

. Slightly abusing notation, for

eah formula �, the probability �

�

P

(�) of � aording to P is the sum of the

probabilities of all interpretations in whih � holds, i.e.

�

�

P

(�) =

X

I2I

�

P

�

�

P

(I):

with I

�

P

= fI 2 I

P

j I j= �g.

Calulating suh probabilities is the basi inferene task of probabilisti logi

programs. Usually, the formulas are restrited to being queries, i.e. existentially

quanti�ed onjuntions. While inferene algorithms are not the fous of this

work, we will nevertheless briey explain how this inferene task is related to

inferene for logi programs.

The probability of a formula is de�ned as the sum of the probabilities of

all interpretations in whih it is true. The probability of suh an interpretation

is, in turn, de�ned in terms of the probabilities of the normal logi programs

whih an be onstruted from the LPAD. Hene, �nding a proof for the query,



gives us already \part" of the probability of the query. To ompute the entire

probability of the query, it suÆes to �nd all proofs and to appropriately ombine

the probabilities assoiated with the heads of the lauses appearing in these

proofs.

In Setion 4 on related work, we will disuss a formalism alled the Inde-

pendent Choie Logi [20℄. For this formalism, an inferene algorithm has been

developed, whih operates aording to the priniples outlined in the previous

paragraph. Furthermore, a soure-to-soure transformation from ayli LPADs

to ICL exists, whih allows this algorithm to also be applied to ayli LPADs.

Moreover, as this transformation is polynomial in the size of the input program,

this shows that ayli LPADs are in the same omplexity lass as ICL.

In [26℄, we show that the semantis presented in this setion is onsistent

with that proposed in Halpern's fundamental artile [11℄, in whih a general

way of formalizing a ertain type of probabilisti knowledge through a possible

world semantis was introdued.

3 Examples

We present four examples and refer to [26℄ for more examples.

A Hidden Markov Model. The Hidden Markov Model in Figure 1 an be modeled

by the following LPAD.

(state(s0; s(T )) : 0:7) _ (state(s1; s(T )) : 0:3) state(s0; T ):

(state(s1; s(T )) : 0:8) _ (state(s2; s(T )) : 0:2) state(s1; T ):

state(s2; s(T )) state(s2; T ):

(out(a; T ) : 0:2) _ (out(b; T ) : 0:8) state(s0; T ):

(out(b; T ) : 0:9) _ (out(; T ) : 0:1) state(s1; T ):

(out(b; T ) : 0:3) _ (out(; T ) : 0:7) state(s2; T ):

state(s0; 0):

S S S0 1 2

0.7 0.8 1

0.3 0.2

a:0.2 b:0.9 b:0.3
c:0.7c:0.1b:0.8

Fig. 1. A Hidden Markov Model.

This program orresponds

niely to the way in whih one

would tend to explain the se-

mantis of this HMM in natural

language. For instane, the �rst

lause ould be read as: \if the

HMM is in state s

0

, then it an

either go to state s

1

or stay in

state s

0

."

It is worth noting that this

LPAD has an in�nite ground-

ing. As suh, eah partiular in-



stane of this LPAD has a prob-

ability of zero. However, our semantis remains well-de�ned and still assigns an

appropriate non-zero probability to eah �nite string, through an in�nite sum

of suh zero probabilities. Moreover, the aforementioned transformation from

LPADs to ICL is also able to deal with suh programs, sine it does not instan-

tiate any variables. As the inferene-algorithm of ICL does not need to ompute

the grounding of a program, but rather searhes for \proofs" of a query in an

SLD-like manner, this allows these probabilities to be e�etively omputed as

well.

A Bayesian network. The Bayesian network in Figure 2 an also be represented

in our formalism. This is done by expliitly enumerating the possible values for

eah node. In this way, every Bayesian network an be represented as an LPAD.

burglary earthquake

alarm

burg = t 0.1

burg = f 0.9

earthq = t 0.2

earthq = f 0.8

b = t, e = t b = t, e = f b = f, e = t b = f, e = t

alarm = t 1 0.8 0.8 0.1

alarm = f 0 0.2 0.2 0.9

Fig. 2. A Bayesian network.

(burg(X; t) : 0:1) _ (burg(X; f) : 0:9):

(earthq(X; t) : 0:2) _ (earthq(X; f) : 0:8):

alarm(X; t) burg(X; t); earthq(X; t):

(alarm(X; t) : 0:8) _ (alarm(X; f) : 0:2) burg(X; t); earthq(X; f):

(alarm(X; t) : 0:8) _ (alarm(X; f) : 0:2) burg(X; f); earthq(X; t):

(alarm(X; t) : 0:1) _ (alarm(X; f) : 0:9) burg(X; f); earthq(X; f):

Atually, this LPAD represents several \versions" of the original Bayesian

network, namely one for eah instantiation of X . As suh, this representation is

similar to the knowledge based model onstrution-formalism of Bayesian Logi

Programs [12℄, a �rst-order extension of Bayesian networks, whih is disussed

in Setion 4.

Throwing die. There are some board games whih require a player to roll a six

(using a standard die) before he is allowed to atually start the game itself. The

following example shows an LPAD whih de�nes a probability distribution on

how long it ould take a player to do this.



(on(D; 1; s(T )) : 1=6) _ (on(D; 2; s(T )) : 1=6) _ � � � _ (on(D; 6; s(T )) : 1=6)

 time(T ); die(D);:on(D; 6; T ):

start game(s(T )) time(T ); on(D; 6; T ):

time(s(T )) time(T ):

time(0): die(die):

The �rst rule of this LPAD is the most important one. It states that if the

player has not sueeded in getting a six on his urrent attempt, he will have

to try again. Note that, beause of the use of negation-as-failure in the body of

this lause, the atoms on(D; 1; s(T )); : : : ; on(D; 5; s(T )) are only needed to serve

as alternatives for on(D; 6; s(T )). As suh, in the ontext of this example, this

lause ould equivalently be written as for instane:

(on(D; 6; s(T )) : 1=6) _ (not six : 5=6) time(T ); die(D);:on(D; 6; T ):

Moreover, instead of the atom not six, any atom not appearing in the rest of

the program ould be used. We therefore simply abbreviate suh lauses by

(on(D; 6; s(T )) : 1=6) time(T ); die(D);:on(D; 6; T ):

Situation alulus. LPADs an also be used to model indeterminate ations. To

demonstrate this, we will onsider a variant of the turkey shooting problem. If

we try to shoot a healthy turkey, there are three possible outomes: we an miss

(with probability 0.2), we an hit but merely wound it (with probability 0.5) or

we an immediately sueed in killing it (with probability 0.3). Trying to shoot

a wounded turkey an have two possible e�ets: we an miss, in whih ase the

turkey simply remains wounded (with probability 0.3 | wounded turkeys are

of ourse less mobile than their healthy ounterparts), or we an hit and kill it

(with probability 0.7). If the turkey is already wounded and we wish to save our

bullets, we an also simply wait to see whether it will suumb to its wounds

(with probability 0.4). However, this also gives the turkey a hane to rest and

as suh it ould reover from its injuries (with probability 0.1).

The following LPAD models this problem, using the situation alulus.

(holds(healthy; do(shoot; S)) : 0:2) _ holds(wounded; do(shoot; S)) : 0:5)

_ holds(dead; do(shoot; S)) : 0:3) holds(healthy; S):

(holds(wounded; do(shoot; S)) : 0:3) _ (holds(dead; do(shoot; S)) : 0:7)

 holds(wounded; S):

(holds(healthy; do(wait; S)) : 0:1) _ (holds(wounded; do(wait; S)) : 0:5)

_ holds(dead; do(wait; S)) : 0:4) holds(wounded; S):

holds(dead; do(A;S)) holds(dead; S); ation(A):

holds(Prop; do(wait; S)) holds(Prop; S);:holds(wounded; S):

holds(healthy; s0): ation(wait): ation(shoot):



The probability distribution de�ned by this LPAD spei�es, for instane, that

the probability �

�

(holds(dead; do(wait; do(shoot; s0)))) of the turkey being dead

after shooting and waiting, is 0:3 + 0:5 � 0:4 = 0:5. One again, this probability

an also be e�etively omputed by applying the transformation from LPADs to

ICL.

4 Related work

There is a large body of work onerning probabilisti logi programming. Due

to spae limitations, we refer to [25℄ and [26℄ for more details, referenes, and

omparisons with LPADs.

An important lass of probabilisti logi programming formalisms are those

following the Knowledge Based Model Constrution or KBMC approah. Suh

formalisms allow the representation of an entire \lass" of propositional models,

from whih, for a spei� query, an appropriate model an then be onstruted

\at run-time". This approah was initiated by Breese et al [4℄ and Bahus

[2℄. Examples are: Context-Sensitive Probabilisti Knowledge Bases of Ngo and

Haddawy [19℄, Probabilisti Relational Models of Getoor et al [9℄, and Bayesian

Logi Programs of Kersting and De Raedt [12℄.

A formal omparison between LPADs and Bayesian Logi Programs (BLPs)

is given in [26℄. A BLP an be seen as representing a (possibly in�nite) set of

Bayesian networks. Eah ground atom represents a random variable, whih an

take on a value from a domain assoiated with its prediate. An impliation in a

lause of a BLP is not a logial impliation, but rather an expression onerning

probabilisti dependenies. This makes the reading of a BLP | at least for

those aquainted with logi programming | less natural. Another di�erene is

that, although it is possible to simulate lassial negation in BLPs, they do not

inorporate non-monotoni negation. In some ases, this an lead to longer and

less intuitive programs.

The most natural way of modelling the oin-example of the introdution, is

by the following BLP:

side(Coin) toss(Coin); biased(Coin):

biased(oin):

toss(oin):

With eah of these lauses, a onditional probability table or CPT has to be

assoiated, whih de�nes the onditional probability of eah value for a random

variable assoiated with a ground instantiation of the atom in the head of the

lause, given the values of the random variables assoiated with the orrespond-

ing ground instantiations of the atoms in the body. In the ase of the example,

these are as follows. The atoms toss(Coin) and biased(Coin) are abbreviated

to, respetively, t(C) and b(C).



side(C) t(C) = t, b(C) = t t(C) = t, b(C) = f t(C) = f, b(C) = t t(C) = f, b(C) = f

heads 0.6 0.5 0 0

tails 0.4 0.5 0 0

NA 0 0 1 1

biased(oin)

t 0.6

f 0.4

toss(oin)

t 1

f 0

Note that, in order to simulate the fat that we are only interested in the pos-

ition of oins after they have been tossed, the domains of the random variables

orresponding to ground instantiations of side(C) had to be extended with the

\don't are"-value NA (not appliable).

In [26℄ it is formally shown that the semantis of a BLP an be expressed by

an LPAD, whih expliitizes the impliit argument of eah atom, i.e. its \value",

and enumerates all the elements in the domain. This proess is similar to that

whih was used in Setion 3 to model a Bayesian network by an LPAD. Con-

versely, it is shown that quite a large subset of all LPADs an be represented as

BLP. This is done by making eah atom a boolean random variable, i.e. one with

domain ftrue; falseg, simulating the logial semantis of lauses by appropriate

onditional probabilities and introduing for eah lause a new random variable

to expliitely represent the hoie between the disjunts in its head. This pro-

ess, however, often leads to BLPs whih are not very natural. For instane, the

LPAD-lause

(heads(Coin) : 0:5) _ (tails(Coin) : 0:5) toss(Coin);:biased(Coin):

would be transformed to the set of lauses

heads(Coin) toss(Coin); not biased(Coin); h(Coin):

tails(Coin) toss(Coin); not biased(Coin); h(Coin):

h(Coin):

with the following CPTs:

heads(C) t(C) = t; nb(C) = t; h(C) = 1 � � �

t 1 0

f 0 1

h(C)

1 0.5

2 0.5

tails(C) t(C) = t; nb(C) = t; h(C) = 2 � � �

t 1 0

f 0 1

Another lass of formalisms, besides that of KBMC, are those whih grew out

of an attempt to extend logi programming with probability. Among these form-

alisms, Programming in Statistial Modeling (PRISM) [23℄ and the Independent

Choie Logi (ICL) [20℄ deviate the least from lassial logi programming. ICL

is a probabilisti extension of abdutive logi programming. An ICL program

onsists of both a logial and a probabilisti part. The logial part is an ayli,

normal logi program. The probabilisti part onsists of a set of lauses of the



form (in LPAD syntax): (a

1

: �

1

)_ � � � _ (a

n

: �

n

): The atoms a

i

in suh lauses

are alled abduibles. Eah abduible may only appear one in the probabilisti

part of an ICL program; in the logial part of the program, abduibles may only

appear in the bodies of lauses.

Syntatially, eah ICL program is learly an LPAD. In [26℄ it was shown

that this embedding of ICL into LPADs preserves the original semantis of ICL

(as formulated in [20℄). Conversely, eah ayli LPAD an be transformed into

one in this restrited syntax [26℄. This is done by reating new, arti�ial atoms,

whih expliitly represent the proess of hoosing a disjunt from the head of a

lause, as is illustrated by the following ICL-version of the oin-example of the

introdution:

heads(Coin) toss(Coin);:biased(Coin); fair heads(Coin):

tails(Coin) toss(Coin);:biased(Coin); fair tails(Coin):

heads(Coin) toss(Coin); biased(Coin); biased heads(Coin):

tails(Coin) toss(Coin); biased(Coin); biased tails(Coin):

(fair heads(Coin) : 0:5) _ (fair tails(Coin) : 0:5):

(biased heads(Coin) : 0:6) _ (biased tails(Coin) : 0:4):

(fair(oin) : 0:9) _ (biased(oin) : 0:1):

toss(oin):

On the �rst author's web site

2

a Prolog program an be found whih performs

this transformation. As suh, even though LPADs do not (yet) have an imple-

mented inferene algorithm of their own, it is already possible to solve queries

to ayli LPADs by using the ICL algorithm.

It should be noted that, although these two formalisms are similar in terms of

theoretial expressive power, they are nevertheless quite di�erent in their pra-

tial modeling properties. Indeed, ICL (and of ourse the orresponding subset

of LPADs) is ideally suited for problem domains suh as diagnosis or theory re-

vision, in whih it is most natural to express unertainty on the auses of ertain

e�ets. The greater expressiveness of LPADs (in the sense that LPADs allow

more natural representations of ertain types of knowledge), on the other hand,

makes these also suited for problems suh as modeling indeterminate ations, in

whih it is most natural to express unertainty on the e�ets of ertain auses.

Of ourse, this is not surprising, as a similar relationship exists between the non-

probabilisti formalisms on whih ICL and LPADs are based: [22℄ proves that

abdutive logi programming and disjuntive logi programming are essentially

equivalent; however, history has shown that both these formalisms are valid

ways of representing knowledge, with eah having problem domains for whih it

is better suited than the other.

LPADs are not the only probabilisti formalism based on disjuntive logi

programming. In Many-Valued Disjuntive Logi Programs of Lukasiewiz [16℄

probabilities are assoiated with disjuntive lauses as a whole. In this way,

2

http://www.s.kuleuven.a.be/�joost.



unertainty of the impliation itself | and not, as is the ase with LPADs, of

the disjunts in the head | is expressed. In our work, the goal is not to represent

unertainty about the truth of a disjuntive lause. In fat, given an LPAD and

a model of it, all the orresponding non-probabilisti disjuntive rules are true

in the interpretations whih have non-zero probability. Instead, LPADs are to

be used in situations where one has unertainty about the onsequene (head)

of a given onjuntion of atoms (body).

All the works mentioned above use point probabilities. There are however also

a number of formalisms using probability intervals: Probabilisti Logi Programs

of Ng and Subrahmanian [18℄, their extension to Hybrid Probabilisti Programs

of Dekhtyar and Subrahmanian [7℄ and Probabilisti Dedutive Databases of Lak-

shmanan and Sadri [13℄. Contrary to our approah, programs in these formalisms

do not de�ne a single probability distribution, but rather a set of possible prob-

ability distributions, whih | in a sense | allows one to express a kind of

\meta-unertainty", i.e. unertainty about whih distribution is the \right" one.

Moreover, the tehniques used by these formalisms tend to have more in ommon

with onstraint logi programming than \normal" logi programming.

We also want to mention the Stohasti Logi Programs of Muggleton and

Cussens [6, 17℄. In this formalism probabilities are attahed to the seletion of

lauses in the Prolog inferene algorithm, whih basially results in a �rst-order

version of stohasti ontext free grammars. Beause of this formalism's strong

ties to Prolog, it appears to be quite di�erent from LPADs and indeed all of the

other formalisms mentioned here.

More reently, Baral et al. developed P-log [3℄. While the priniples underly-

ing this formalism and its semantis seem quite related to ours, there are quite

some di�erenes in the exeution of these ideas; more spei�ally, P-log is not an

extension of logi programming, but rather a new language whih \ompiles to"

answer set programs. As suh, the preise relation between LPADs and P-log is

urrently not lear.

5 Conlusion and future work

In Setion 2, Logi Programs with Annotated Disjuntions were introdued. In

our opinion, this formalism o�ers a natural and onsistent way of desribing

omplex probabilisti knowledge in terms of a number of (independent) simple

hoies, an idea whih is prevalent in for instane [20℄. Furthermore, it does not

ignore the ruial onept of onditional probability, whih underlies the entire

\Bayesian movement", and does not deviate from the well established and well

known non-probabilisti semantis of �rst-order logi and logi programming.

Indeed, as shown in Setion 2, for an LPAD P , the set of interpretations I for

whih �

�

P

(I) > 0, is a subset of the possible models of P and a (small) superset

of its stable models.

While the omparison with related work suh as ICL (Setion 4) showed that

the ideas underlying this formalism and its semantis are not radially new, we

feel it o�ers enough additional advantages in providing a natural representation



of relational probabilisti knowledge, to onstitute a useful ontribution to the

�eld of probabilisti logi programming. In future work, we hope to demonstrate

this further, by presenting larger, real-world appliations of LPADs. We also

plan further researh onerning a proof proedure and omplexity analysis for

LPADs.

Finally, there are a number of possible extensions to the LPAD formalism

whih should be investigated. For example, it might prove useful to allow the use

of variables in the probabilisti annotations and inorporate aggregates, in order

to allow a more onise representation of ertain basi probability distributions.

In suh a way, one would be able to express, for instane, that if one hooses

a person at random from a room in whih there are m men and f women, the

probability of having hosen a man is

m

m+f

:

(male(C) :

M

P

) _ (female(C) :

F

P

) hosen(C);

M = ount(X;male(X)); F = ount(X; female(X)); P =M + F:

Beause of the logial nature of LPADs and their instane-based semantis, it

should be fairly straightforward to add suh extensions to the language in a

natural way. In other formalisms, suh as BLP or ICL, this appears to be more

diÆult.
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